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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be an elliptic operator defined in L2(Rn) by 
Lu = - f D,a&) D,u + q(x) II 
1,h”=l 
where u E C,“(R”) and Dj = (a/a X, - ib,(x)). The problem of its essential 
self-adjointness (i.e., “when does L have a unique self-adjoint extension ?“) 
has been widely investigated. When the context is changed from Euclidean 
space to a more general differentiable manifold, however, there is a paucity 
of results. The salient theorems in the latter setting are those of Gaffney [7] 
in 1951 on the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a complete Riemannian manifold, 
and Cordes [5] in 1972 on its powers. Most recently Chernoff [4] has obtained 
a result on a type of general second order elliptic operator with singular potential. 
The reason that self-adjointness theorems on manifolds are hard to come by 
is that is usually no single set of coefficient functions that describes the operator. 
One is only given such functions locally. Generally speaking this difficulty 
must be handled in one of two ways. The first is by means of global (i.e., coor- 
dinate free) invariants associated with the operator. The second is to argue and 
estimate locally in such a way ultimately things can be “pieced together” into 
a global and workable result. 
Using each of these approaches we extend to complete Riemannian manifolds 
two recent results on Euclidean space of A. Devinatz [6]. In the first, the potential 
is assumed to be in Li,, and bounded below locally with decay to minus infinity 
tied to a quantity whose Euclidean formulation is 1 x i -2 x a,,(~)lr,x, . In the 
manifold setting this quantity becomes a(~; dr(x)), where a(x, V) is the symbol 
of the operator and dr(zc) is the differential of a general distance function. The 
key to the proof is Proposition 3.1 in which we establish certain global smoothness 
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properties of the function r(x). In the second theorem the potential is bounded 
below but the principal coefficients are subjected to milder growth conditions 
which are imposed only within annular regions going out to infinity. For this 
theorem we also assume that the manifold satisfies two geometric restrictions: 
(1) positive injectivity radius and (2) sectional curvatures bounded above. The 
proof of the second theorem is based on a manifold version of a maximum 
principle of W. Littman and a uniform estimate on the metric’s local coefficients. 
2. THE MAW RESULT 
Let 121 be a complete, non-compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n. 
We use the standard notation, denoting by hl, and hfz the tangent and co- 
tangent spaces at s. When notation in local coordinates is needed, the can- 
nonical chart will be +: J& -+ Sz, with .& C [w” and J& C M. In local coordinates 
the metric is given by the functions gi,(x) and the volume element by &(x) = 
g(x)l/* dx, where g(x) = det(gii(x)). 
Let T be an elliptic operator inL*(M) in divergence form, i.e., Tf = div(a(x) 
grad f) where a(x): M, -+ M, is a matrix valued function on M. It is assumed 
that in local coordinates the coefficients of T* = g(x)-llzC (a/EJxj) ajk(x)g(x)l” 
(a/&,) satisfy a,, E C Ita. We now fix a point x, of M and define the function 
h(t) = sup{u(z, v): T(X) = t and I/ v I/y = II\ 
where (J is the symbol of T and r(x) = d( x, x0) is the general distance function. 
This may be viewed in a rough sense as the maximum eigenvalue of the 
operator’s principal part, i.e., of the local matrices (Q(X)). Alternately, it can 
be taken as the “local velocity of propagation” in the case when L is used to set 
up the wave equation ii(t) = Lu(t) (see [4]). 
We now state the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let q E L;,,(M) be real valued and bounded below locally. 
Assume there are positive constants, a, b, c, d, and 1 < y < 00, and a Cl function 
x: [O, co) 4 [O, co) such that 
(B) 
J 'w x~-lI" = * 
x(t) ; a [lt xW] + b 
(c’) for almost every x in M, 
x2(r(X)) q(x) 2 -d - c [ joyi’) xA-‘f + y~‘(r(x))]” a(x; dr(x)). 
Then HO, the closure of (-T + q)/C;(M) , is self-adjoint. 
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Remark. It should be observed that condition (C), and in particular the 
expression ‘%7(x; dr(x))“, is not a priori meaningful. In lFP this makes sense for 
x # 0 and equals 1 x I-* x uik( x x3xk . In the general case, however, it requires ) 
careful attention. 
Before proceeding with the proof let us compare Theorem (2.1) with Chernoff’s 
result (Theorem 4.6, [4]) mentioned earlier. In the latter the operator H itself 
has a lower bound: 
which does not require 4 to be bounded below locally. In contrast our potential 
is taken as locally bounded below but H is not. In fact condition (C) is only a 
local restriction, holding on the set where x(‘(x)) is non-zero. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (2.1) 
One of the main problems in the proof is the reformulation of the estimates 
and techniques of the Euclidean case into an invariant form. Once rendered 
coordinate-free they carry over completely. For this reason we will only outline 
these calculations and refer the reader to [6j for the details. The other difficulty 
is the possibility of pathologies arising from the distance function. The key 
fact that Y(X) acts more or less like its Euclidean counterpart is given by the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For some closed set S C M of measure zero, x $ S implies 
dr(x) exists and jl dr(x)IIM: = 1. 
For the set S and part of the proof we borrow from standard results (see [IO], 
Chap. VIII, Sect. 7). Let B, be the unit sphere in Mz, . For XE B, we have the 
geodesic y(t) = expzO(tX), t > 0, in M beginning at x0 . If there exists a positive 
number p(X) such that y minimizes arc length on [0, p(X)] but no farther-that 
is, p(X) = sup{t > 0 : t = d(x, , y(t))}-then y(p(X)) is called the cut point 
of x0 along y. C(x,) = {expzO(p(X)X): p(X) < co} is called the cut locus of .v,, and 
it will turn out to be almost the set S of the proposition. We make use of two 
known results which we list now for the reader’s convenience: 
THEOREM A. The function CL: B, -+ (0, co] is continuous, [Note: If x,, has 
no cut point along the geodesic y then p(X) is defined to be 031. 
THEOREM B. Let E = {tX: XE B, and 0 < t < p(X)}. Then M = C(x,,) u 
expzoW ad exPz, : E--f exp,.(E) is a dz#eomorphism between open sets. 
We define S = C(x,) u {x,}which is clearly closed.It is equally as immediate that 
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r(x) restricted to SC is Cffi. Indeed, if x $ S then Y(X) = d(x, x0) = exp;t(x)lj. 
The function exp;t(.) is Cm by Theorem B and because x f x0 we know that 
// . I/ is Ca around exp;i(x). 
What remains to be proven is that S has measure zero and that I/ dy(x)II = 1 
for x # S. 
We will show that C(xs) = {p(X)X: ,u(X) < co} has measure zero. This is 
enough since C(x,,) is the image of C(xJ under the smooth map expZu . Let 
11 = {X E B, : p(X) < co>, and consider the diffeomorphisms 
F-1 x (0, co) z R”\(O) 2 Mz;\{o: 
where F(_u, t) = t_u. Also define F5’ = Y(li). Basic measure theory implies 
that the graph of the function /* jw is a set of measure zero in S-l X (0, co). 
Therefore its image in MZO\{O} under the diffeomorphism Y--l c F also has 
measure zero. This image is precisely the set C(x,). 
The triangle inequality implies that Y(X) is Lipschitz: 
I Y(X) - Y(Y)1 = I 4% 4 - 4Y, Ydl < 4& Y) 
In case x $ S this will show further that 11 &(x)1] = I. Let X be any unit vector 
in M, and let y be the unique geodesic such that y(O) = x and y’(O) = X. Then 
I +) V)l = I x44 = / $ (7 o Y) LO 1 
d lim y(y(h)) - y(x) ~ lim d(r(h)’ x, = 1 
h+O h h h 
the last equality is because d(y(h), x) = h for h small. This shows that 
II Wx>ll G 1. 
Now consider the specific choice of X = u’@) where o is the geodesic from .Q 
through x = u(p) which minimizes arc length. Then we actually have equality, 
1 &(x)(X)] = 1, since 
~(43 + 4) - ~(49) 1 h. 
This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 
Relating to this proposition is a result by Gaffney [8] derived over twenty-five 
years ago. After outlining his procedures and conclusions we may extract an 
additional property by using (3.1). The basic goal is to approximate r(x) in a 
nice way by smooth functions. 
Let B, = B(x, , R) be a ball in M on which we want to approximate r(s). 
Since we only care about working in B, we may assume Y(X) vanishes outside of, 
say, BR+i . Let Yi ,..., Yi. be a partition of unity subordinate to coordinate 
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neighborhoods sZ*, ,..., Q*, such that C: Yz = 1 on RR. We may assume that 
.s’i, = B(0, 1) and supp(Y, o 4;‘) = B(0, l/2). Now define for i = l,..., k the 
local mollifiers 
where p<(x) for .z E B(0, 1) is a bump function fixed at the outset. Then the 
approximate distance function is 
Y,(X) = f JJlfliY) (x). 
1 
Gaffney points out that E(X) --f r(x) uniformly on B, , and that for 6 small 
enough 11 dr,(x)ll < 2 on B, . His estimate is actually sharper than this but all 
we need is this crude bound. What we will need later is some convergence of 
the differentials dr,(x) to dr(x) and this is the point of the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION (3.2). 1fy,~B,\S, then 
Proof. Since S is closed we can find a small open neighborhood X0 of y,, 
which misses S and lies within each fibi that contains y,, . Let YE C,,“(N,,) 
such that 0 < Y < 1 on N, and Y = 1 on a neighborhood Nd of y,, . We will 
examine the derivatives locally in order to prove the result. 
First notice that since each YzYr is smooth we have that 3Je(YzYr) = 
JJIyzYr)) converges to ??,(YiYy), as E --f 0. Second, if two functions agree on a 
neighborhood of a point z then their differentials at x agree. Third, we claim in 
a neighborhood of y,, and for c small, J,(Yir) = J(YI?Yy) for all i. Indeed, there 
is a 6 > 0 such that 
B(0,6) C h y$(N;). 
i=l 
Thus if 1 x - y0 1 < S/2 and E < 812 we have 
sinCe]Jr-yj <rimphes/y--,,I <6andthusY(y) = 1. 
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Finally we obtain 
for each i which completes the proof. 
Most of the calculations in [w” were based on integration by parts and Schwartz 
inequalities. In M the integration by parts takes this form: 
If B is a bounded open set in Ii/l, 4 E C,,2(B) and Y E P(B), then 
The expression u(X; ‘, .) is a sesquilinear form constructed using the symbol 
of T and is given locally as 
We abbreviate this by ~(df, d/r) or by a(# in case h = J 
The next lemma constitutes the key estimate of the proof. It differs from the 
Euclidean case in that closer attention has to be paid to the distance function. 
This is where the smooth approximations of Y(X) begin playing a role. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 4 E COm(iVI) be real valued and u E C*(M). Then 
j ~2x2u(du(x)) G C lj 4” I UHU 1 [a%? + b*] + j $’ ( U (@ [CW* + d 
+ j I u I* [a2w2 + b*] @4(x))/ 
where x and w = w(t) = ji (xX- Ii2 s ‘)( ) d s are evaluated at Y(X). The constant C 
is independent of 4 and u. 
Proof. Let B be a ball about x0 which contains supp 4, and let YJX) be the P 
function described earlier which approximates Y(X) on B. Set X<(X) = x(Y~(x)) 
and note that it is Cl on B. After integrating by parts, expanding by the product 
rule for differentials, and rearranging we get 
jC2x."4d4 + j Pxs% Iu I2 
(3.31) 
= j &;tiHu - 2 j +x:u(du, d+) u - 2 j @uxEx’(rJ u(du, dr). 
The last two terms, call them 1i and I, , are estimated using the Schwartz 
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Inequality for the form a-i.e., 1 a(& df)]” < a(@) . o(dh)-and for integrals 
to obtain 
and 
where or , 6s > 0. 
With y the constant in the theorem choose 6% = y-l and or small enough 
so that 71 = 1 - l 1 - p2 > 0. 
Applying these estimates in (3.31) gives 
In all but the last integral here we may pass to the limit as E + 0 without hesita- 
tion by an appeal to the Dominated Convergence theorem. The same justification 
works in the last integral since the integrand can be bounded (by an L1 function 
independent of l ) using the bound 11 dr,(x)lj < 2 and the local coefficients of the 
differential operator. We can bound the norm of the matrix function a(x) using 
a finite number of coordinate neighborhoods whose union covers B. 
In the limit, then, we obtain 
(1 - 7) J ~~x”u(dzc) 
< j 6’ / u I2 i--x% + ; (x’)’ u(dy)} + 1 4*x2 I iiHu I + ; / x2 1 u I* a(&). 
Therefore by incorporating into this inequality the hypotheses (B) and (C) of 
the theorem we get (3.3). 
[Remark: We point out here that the approximation argument seems necessary. 
It might be claimed that one could stick with T(X) and consider all integrals as 
being over the open set in which Y is Cm. The trouble with this is that an integra- 
tion by parts over such a domain will involve a boundary integral term which 
may be unmanageable.] 
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LEMMA 3.4. [6]. For some C > 0 and each r > 0 there esists s ;; r and 
$ E Co2([0, s]) such that 
(a) d(t) = 1 for t < r and 0 <4(t) < 1 r < t < s 
(b) 1 a’(t)1 < C(ji xX-112)-1 x(t) h-1/2(t)for all t. 
We come now to the main portion of the proof. We shall suppose that u cLB(M) 
and Hu EL’(M) and show that j,+, i~Hu is real. This will imply (by virtue of an 
elementary operator theoretic argument) that the maximal operator (i.e., M 
restricted to D(H,,,) = {u E Lz: Hu EL?}) is symmetric and hence that the 
minimal operator is essentially self-adjoint. We intend to prove the theorem 
by means of a truncation argument and the next lemma provides the smooth 
approximations that are required. 
hwm 3.5. If u and Hu are in L”(kI) and R > 0, then there exists a sequence 
(u,} C CO*(M) such that the limits u = lim,,, u, and Hu =y lim,,, Hu, hold in 
L*(B,), where B, = B(x, , R). 
Proof. This result is essentially proven in [4] (Prop. 4.1 and Corrolary 4.2) 
so we merely sketch the argument. 
First, let 0 < I# E C,(B,+,) such that 4 m: 1 on B, . It follows, by using a 
partition of unity and adapting a method of Kato [9], that H(#u) E L*(M). 
Hence we may assume without loss of generality that u is supported in BRfl . 
Next, let N be a compact Riemannian manifold in which R,,, is isometrically 
embedded. Let T.v be an elliptic operator on N agreeing with 7’ on B, and set 
qN = z,bq + q*, where by hypothesis q(x) 3 -q* on B,,, Now the operator 
H,.+ = - TN + q,,, is essentially self-adjoint when defined on C’(N). This fact is 
Proposition 4.1 except that the coefficients of TN are not assumed to be Ca. 
It may be readily checked that the proof goes over mutatis mutandis with C?(N) 
as the resulting core. 
Thus there exists {~,a”> C C?(N) such that ~~1% - u and ff.,u,a” - H,+ in 
L’(lz’). Now defining U, = *u,” E C,8(M) we get (3.5). 
To complete the proof let nz = 1, 2 ,... and &,,,, ,,, (t) be the functions described 
in Lemma (3.4) for r r: rrl and s,,, >., m. 
Setting B = B(x, ; I L s,,,) let {rc(x)),>,, be the approximations to T(X). So we 
have r,(x) --f r(N) uniformly on B, and dr,(.r) 4 dr(x) a.e., in B with dr,(s) 
uniformly bounded in E and X. Let &iE = &+ (rc(4) and A,, =z A,, . s,,(r(4). Let 
{u,},ajr C Co*(M) be the sequence guaranteed by Lemma (3.5) on B. 
Substitution into (3.3) gives 
s (dnt’)2 x24du,W) 
< c 1, (An’)* I - u,Huj 1 [a2w2 + 6”] + f (4m’)2 1 u3 I2 [CW’ + d’] (*) 
+ f / u I* [a2w2 + b’] o(d+;(s))) . 
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As before we can let E go to zero and have the same inequality with +,,, instead 
of d,,,‘. The estimate on I &(t)I leads to this bound on the last integral 
s / u, 1’ [a222 + b2] a(&&)) < j I ui I2 [a”w” + b21 I CL(r(4)l” a(dy(x)) 
<Cc”‘IUj12 w2(s) ,y. J 
[a2w2 + b”] 2 
m 
Dividing both sides of (*) by w*(s,,J and then taking lim SUP,-~ on both sides 
yields the growth estimate: 
5 j cjm2x2u(duj) = o(w”(s,)). 
If vve now integrate by parts in J($,,s)2 ii?Hu, and let E -+ 0 we get 
(““) 




‘&,piijH~, = 21~ f uj$mu(du, 1 d&z)- 
With the same type of estimating used to get Lemma (3.3) and by applying 
property (* *) we can let j -+ co to get 
Im ~$,,,~uHu = o(l), 
I 





This proves that j,,, iiHu is real which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
4. -1 THEOREM ASSUMING BOUNDED CURVATURE 
In this final section we generalize to manifolds the second of the two theorems 
of Derinatz alluded to in the introduction. The salient feature of the result is 
that the growth conditions on the coefficients are mild enough to allow finiteness 
of the integral s: h(r)-‘j2 dt. This contrasts sharply with Theorem 2.1 whose 
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hypotheses A and B imply divergence of the integral, an assumption made 
frequently in the literature. 
Before we can state the theorem we need the notion of normal coordinates. 
To define a system of such coordinates about a pointy,, one fixes an orthonormal 
basis {e,},“_, in MV, and defines 4: MU, - IP by z,L(C apei) = (xi ,..., a,). The 
map expVO is invertible on an open neighborhood N of 0 in 51, and 4 J exp;:: 
expVO(N) - FP serves as the coordinate chart. One virtue of normal coordinates 
is that each geodesic segment through y0 in M corresponds to a straight line 
segment through the origin in R”, and they have the same length. This means 
that for some E > 0 the metric ball B(y, , c) in M maps onto B(0, c) in R’” 
under the chart map 4. Clearly this “normal radius” E depends on J’,, and it may 
get arbitrarily small for ye’s ranging over M. If some E can be found that works 
for all y0 in M then the supremum of such numbers is called the injertizit\~ 
radius of M, i(M). 
At this point we impose two geometric conditions on the manifold !lI which 
which are needed for the next theorem. Their main value is to allow the deriva- 
tion of a certain global and uniform bound on the metric. This bound in turn 
permits the local estimates to be patched together. The conditions are: 
(Al) M has positive injectivity radius 
(A2) M’s sectional curvatures are bounded above. 
One way to interpret curvature is as a reflection of M’s de\-iation from Eucli- 
dean “flatness”: R” has all curvatures zero. The surface z : = sa : y’ in R3, 
for example, has curvatures satisfying 0 < K(U) < 1. Two examples when 
(Al) is satisfied are M = Rn or M compact. A less trivial illustration is when 
the curvatures satisfy 0 < K(a) < /\. In this case, a result of Maeda [ 121 implies 
i(M) 3 ?rA-Ii”. 
With conditions (Al ) and (A2) assumed, we are now ready to state the second 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a second ordw elliptic operator on ;II. Ifh assume that 
for some 0 < r < min{i(M), ?~h-lj~} M may be covered b-v normal r-balls in each 
of which T has the local representation 
T* = g(x)-1j2 Z(aj - ib,(x)) Q,~(x)~(x)~‘~ (a, - ib,(x)) 
where : 
(1) b,(x) and a&x) are real waked 
(2) apk E C1+a(06) and b, E Cl@&) 
(3) Vx, (a,k(x))i,k is symmetric and positiwe definite. 
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The central hypothesis is that there exist positive constants e and K, and a 
sequence of bounded domains {Q,} of M such that 
(a) B compact in M implies B C Q, for some k 
(b) every aJ&. can be covered by normal neighborhoods Sz, = B(y, r), as 
distinguished above, so that the B(y, r/2) ‘s also cover aQ, and so that in each 
a6 is defined a positive function am(m) E C2+& such that 
(i) all the functions amaJpg112, (a,a6)airg II2 and their first derivatives hawe 
K as a common bound and Holder constant, and 
(ii) ad(x) x a,Jx)p,p, > e x p,2 Vx E ai, and b’p E Iin. 
If q E LfO,(M) is bounded below, then L = - T + qI is essentially self-adjoint 
in L2(M); that is, the closure of L IC;tM) is self-adjoint. 
The primary tools used in the original proof are the following lemmas due to 
Kato and Littman respectively. Let T be the operator 1 Dja,,(x)D, with ajk(x) 
and b,(x) in Cl(Q). Let S be a second order elliptic operator whose formal 
adjoint has coefficients in P(Q). Here Q is a bounded domain in W. 
LEMMA 4.2 [9]. If u and Tu are in L&,(Q), then T”u > Re{(sgn a) Tu} in 
the distribution sense. [To = x a,~,~(.~)&.] 
LEMMA 4.3 [I 11. If u E L&(Q), S( - 1) > 0, Su 3 0 in the distribution sense, 
and if for some domain fin, C 0, c Q 
6 = ess sup 21 = ess sup u > 0 
% R 
then u = 8 a.e., in Q. 
As pointed out in [6], an added consequence of the proof of (4.3) is that if 
52 = B(y,, Y) and Q, = B(y,, r/2) then almost everywhere in Q, 
44 -s c II u lILqsa) (4.31) 
where C depends only on r, the Holder bound of S*‘s coefficients, and the 
ellipticity constant of S. 
The first step in proving the theorem is the following lemma which is a global 
version in M of Littman’s maximum principle. After this we derive a certain 
uniform estimate regarding the metric. Together these two results will allow us, 
as suggested in the Introduction, to patch together the local Euclidean calcula- 
tions. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let S be a second order elliptic opetator on M. Let Q be a bounded 
bounded domain of M and assume that in a neighborhood of Q S* (i.e., each of its 
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local operators) has CA coejicients. If II E L&(Q) is real-valued, S(- 1) > 0 und 
Su z;: 0 in the distribution sense and if there exists a domain Q0 C o,, C Q such that 
0 zz d :: essosup u = ess;up u 
0 
the?1 u = 6 a.e., in Q. 
Proof. First consider the special case when Q is a coordinate neighborhood, 
say Qb . We may then apply the Euclidean result (4.3) to the local operator 
g(x)1/2(S*)Lh. It has Cl coefficients because g(x)1/2 is Cm and positive, and (S*)d 
has Crr coefficients by assumption. We conclude here that u 0 4-l = 6 a.e. on 
fi* and so u = 6 a.e., on Q, = Q. 
For the general case, a topological argument is required. 
Claim. There exist .Q, ,..., Q, 8 and open sets A, ,..., --I, such that 
(4 
(b) D, c Q*, for each i. 
Proof of claim. For each .t E Q,, there exists cg > 0 and a coordinate chart 
J&, such that I- 
By compactness we know there are xi ,..., xt E Q, such that J&, C (Ji B(x, , c,,). 
Let us relabel Sz, = sZ*, . Now by compactness of fi we can find Sz, 
so that 0 C Ui ;*, . 
ttl ‘.‘.’ Qd 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ;1, 2 
0, n Q, is empty for t < i < S. Now replace Q, by Q,, n R, call it 5&t again. 
For I <‘i -< t define -4, = Q, r\ B(.r, , l ,~). The’se sets -4, ,..., -4, then satisfy 
conditions a) and b). 
For some i,, we know that 6 = essA sup u. By relabeling if necessary we 
assume that i0 = 1 and that i < s implies Q, I ,-L f? (IJ: 52, ) is non-empty. J 
This follows from the connectedness of Q. 
From the special case first discussed we get that u = 6 a.e., in Q, . Now 
let D be a compact ball in fJZ& n L& . The special case applied to D and Qm, 
gives us that u = S a.e. on J&1 u Q,?. A simple induction then shows that 
u = 6 a.e. in Q = (J: Sz,, . 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 0 < I’ < min{i(M), z+ljr). There exists pi such that foj 
an? normal coordinate ball of radius Y, the Riemannian metric satis$es 
for all x in the ball and all p E R’“. 
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Remark. It is clear, due to the smoothness of the g,3’s, that such a bound 
always is available for a given coordinate neighborhood. The point of the lemma 
is that the bound is independent of the location of the ball, and the reason is 
basically the curvature bound. 
Before proving (4.5) we will establish some notation and recall a proposition 
from the literature. 
Let y E M and {v, W> unit vectors in M, . In M we have the ray p(t) = tv 
for t > 0, and in M the geodesic y: [0, 6]+ M defined for b < r by y(t) = 
expJp(t)). For each t we may identity M, with (M&,(r) via parallel translation 
and so by w(t) E (M&o) we denote the vector w “at” p(t). Also, for each t and 
p(t) fixed we have the linear map 
d em : (M,),(t) - M,M . 
Rauch Comparison Theorem (see [3] p. 29, or [2] p. 250). Let N be the standard 
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with constant curvature A. Let y: [0, r] -+ N 
be a geodesic parametrized by arc length and set 7 = T(O), zi = r’(O). Let ti 
and w be unit vectors in N,- and M, , respectively, such that (V 1 WI),+, = Y 
<fJ I W)N- * 
Y 
Then for 0 < t < Y, 
II d exp Wwr(tj 2 II d exp “(t)llNvct, I 
Proof of (4.5). Let 52 = B(y, Y) be a normal coordinate ball in M with 
coordinates determined by an orthonormal basis {e,}~=i of M, . Let x E Q be 
arbitrary and let v E M, be the unit vector such that x = exp,(bw), where 
b = d(x, y). If (E,(x)}~=, denotes the canonical chart, then a direct calculation 
gives: 
-KC4 = d exp,(eM) 
Since b < r < Z-P/~ = i(N) we know that v has no conjugate points along 7. 
Using this and compactness we then define 
a = inf{li exp,-a(t)\1 : 0 < t < Y, 11 w 11 = 1, w E (NY),) 
which is positive. 
Now (4.5) follows quickly. Suppose C &* = 1. Then set w = 1 tiei and 
note that this makes w E My and w(b) E (MJts unit vectors. Now select a unit 
vector PU in N, such that (V ] Ed> = (V 1 ~1:. Then we obtain 
a2 < 11 d exp ti(b)(i2 < I/ d exp w(b)ll* = I/ d exp (c -&ei(6) //2 
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For arbitrary 4 + 0 we first normalize 5 and then multiply through at the end 
to get the result. 
Notice that this lower bound is independent of the orthonormal basis of M, 
that is selected. 
We may use the lemma to get a lower bound on the volume element of &I. 
Indeed, since g(.x) = detgij(x) is the product of the eigenvalues of the matrix 
(g*,(x)), and according to (4.5) each eigenvalue is greater than or equal to 012, 
we deduce that 
g(Ay~2 > a”. 
With this estimate in hand we may complete the proof of the theorem. We 
may assume that Q > 1 since it is given as bounded below and an addition of 
real multiples of the identity doesn’t alter self-adjointness. 
We suppose that L*u = 0 for some u E L2(M) and will show that this implies 
u = 0. By a classical result of Hilbert space theory (see [l] p. 342) this will 
suffice to establish self-adjointness. Recall that L* = L,,, and hence we have 
the distribution identity Tu = qu. 
Let Q = B(y, Y) be one of the special normal coordinate balls mentioned in 
the theorem and let am(x) be the corresponding function. We will show now that 
almost everywhere in B(v, ~12) 
(4.52) 
where C’ is a constant depending only on e, k, Y, and LY. 
Define the operators S = Dja,kg(x)1/2Dk = g(x)li2Tm and S, = a+rjrg(x)ri%$. 
Also set S ,,d = u,(x)S, . By letting Y range over C,“(Q+) we obtain from the 
equation Tu = qu about distributions on M, the equation S(u o 4-l) = (q o +-l) 
(u o +-1)g(x)112 which relates distributions on J& . 
By applying Kato’s inequality, Lemma (4.2), we get 
so / u 0 4-l 1 > (q 0 $-‘)I u 0 c-1 I g(xy > 0. 
Multiplying both sides by ad we then get 
&J.dI~o~-lI 30 
Notice that S&J = ~,a,,g(~)‘~“a,(u,J) h as coefficients all Holder bounded 
by the constant K of the theorem independently of 4. 
By using Lemmas (4.3) (in particular (4.31) and (4.5) we get (4.52)): 
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Now let cj s 0 and let {Bj}z=, be bounded domains, increasing to 121, such that 
11 u jlL~(B~) < C-‘ocl’2,j for each i. For i fixed we have an Qk containing {X E M: 
d(x, B,$ < r}. Let us cover 8Q, with &$‘s of the kind posited in the theorem. 
Then it follows that in an r/2-neighborhood of &QIi, / u(s)1 < cj holds a.e. 
We now apply Lemma (4.4) taking 5’ to be the operator T but with the local 
coefficients b,(.~) set to zero. [Such an operator may be well defined as a global 
object by using the symbol of T]. Notice that locally s is g(x)-I” times the 
operator S, . Using the distributional inequality S, 1 u 0 4-l 1 >, 0 we obtain 
Su > 0 and so (4.4) can be used. Hence we deduce that 1 ZAP < E, a.e. on Bj 
and thus lettingj + 00 we conclude that u = 0 a.e. in M. This finishes the proof. 
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